Kurz Version - Curriculum für Englisch in der Jahrgangsstufe 8
Currículo de Inglés para los cursos 8

Jahrgang
8

Themas - Temas

1. Semestre

New York City
Present Perfect Progressive with since and for
Past Perfect Progressive
Adverbs of degree
Verb-Object-Adjective constructions
American High Schools out West
Perfect Infinitive with modal verbs
Passive Infinitive

Fachkompetenzen – Competencias específicas
del área










Talk about New York City.
Express different feelings.
Express one´s opinion.
Write pro and con texts.
Talk about teen jobs
Understand American history from short stories.
Define words in context.
Identify colloquial English.
Recognize keywords in conversations, tour

Allgemeine Kompetenzen – Competencias
generales

Listening Comprehension  Listening for gist
 Listening for details
 Listening and transferring information
Reading Comprehension

guides, stories and radio interviews.
 Identify British and American English forms.
 Take notes and organize information.






Literal comprehension
Interaction with the text
Reorganization
Inference (to infer the implied meaning and
intention)
 Prediction (predict what is being said)
 Personal response

Speaking – oral expression
 Communication and Interaction
 Fluency
 Pronunciation
 Production of new vocabulary
 Word accuracy
 Intonation
 Creativity with the language (unique ways to
express themselves)
Writing
 Content and ideas (important details to
support the topic)
 Efficiency of communication
 Words choice (unique and interesting
vocabulary)
 Variations and repetitions

 Organization (structure, clear focus, proper
opening and closing)
 Sentence fluency (clear and easy to read)
 Conventions (spelling, punctuation;
grammar and paragraphing)
Criteria related to the process







Attention and concentration
Autonomy and self-control
Time planning and distribution
Research
Analysis
Creativity

Jahrgang
8

Themas - Temas

Out West
Gerunds: as subject, as object and after verbs and adjectives.
Gerunds with prepositions.
Gerunds with object constructions.
Past and progressive passive.
Extreme Action
The Golden State
Infinitives with wishes and expectations.
Infinitives after question words and superlatives.
Verbs with infinitives and gerunds.
Defining and non-defining relative clauses.
Past and present participles used as adjectives.

2. Semestre

Fachkompetenzen – Competencias específicas
del área













Talk about the American West past and present.
Talk about mobility
Comment on events in the past
Write rules in different places.
Express people´s wishes and expectations.
Present arguments to agree and disagree.
Write alternative endings to different stories
Identify details from narrative stories.
Identify main events from narrative texts.
Recognize impolite and polite small talk features.
Make comments about other people´s problems

Allgemeine Kompetenzen – Competencias
generales
Listening Comprehension  Listening for gist
 Listening for details
 Listening and transferring information
Reading Comprehension





Literal comprehension
Interaction with the text
Reorganization
Inference (to infer the implied meaning and
intention)
 Prediction (predict what is being said)
 Personal response

Speaking – oral expression
 Communication and Interaction
 Fluency
 Pronunciation
 Creativity with the language (unique ways to

express themselves)
Writing
 Content and ideas (important details to
support the topic)
 Efficiency of communication
 Words choice (unique and interesting
vocabulary)
 Variations and repetitions
 Organization (structure, clear focus, proper
opening and closing)
 Sentence fluency (clear and easy to read)
 Conventions (spelling, punctuation;
grammar and paragraphing)
Criteria related to the process






Attention and concentration
Autonomy and self-control
Time planning and distribution
Research
Analysis

